Environment@MSU: Networking for Environmental Researchers

This fall, come together with others interested in cutting-edge environmental themes.

Monthly gatherings feature senior MSU faculty providing an overview of the University’s research on an issue, as well as general discussion and dialog.

Join us! Graduate students, faculty, and staff are welcome. All events are 3:00-4:30 at the Kellogg Center, 55 S. Harrison Rd., Corniche Room

September 4th – SUSTAINABILITY. Overview by Sandra Batie and Tom Dietz

October 3rd – WATER. Overview by Jan Stevenson, Julie Winkler, Jon Bartholic, and Jeff Andresen

November 3rd – POLICY. Overview by Ric Hula

December 4th – COUPLED HUMAN AND NATURAL SYSTEMS. Overview by Jack Liu, Tom Dietz, and Bill McConnell

Please RSVP at least a week in advance at http://www.environment.msu.edu/reg/ or to espp@msu.edu (with “networking” in the header) so that we can circulate biosketches at the event.

Environment@MSU is hosted by MSU’s Environmental Science and Policy Program, an umbrella for environmental research and graduate education.

http://www.environment.msu.edu/